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Abstract:
This paper investigates the effects of the quantity and size of touch screen buttons and the task
interleaving strategies on drives’ eye glance behavior. An experiment was conducted on a fixedbase driving simulator with 20 participants. The participants were asked to perform a button
search-and-press task on an in-vehicle touch screen while driving. A full-factorial within-subject
design was used with three button quantities (4, 8, and 15) and three button sizes (14 mm, 24 mm,
and 33 mm). Although a normal distribution was often assumed for the eye glance data in previous
studies, our results show that the total eyes-off-road time (TEORT) and glance durations are
generally not normally distributed (positively skewed) even after a log transformation. The results
show that the number of buttons has an increasing effect on task completion time, TEORT, and
long (2+ seconds) glances. However, in general, no such differences were found for button sizes.
Further analysis shows that long glances were strongly associated with drivers completing the task
with a single glance. It seems to suggest that a major cause of long glances is that drivers are
reluctant to switch the task back to driving at subtask boundaries that are probably associated with
high cost of interruption. These findings confirm the importance of task resumability for in-vehicle
user interfaces and have implications that careful task analysis needs to be conducted in the context
of multitasking. Certain subtask combinations, such as a visual search followed by pressing the
search target, may discourage task interleaving and ultimately compromise driving safety.
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1. Introduction
The last decade has witnessed a steady trend of modern electronic technologies, such as touch
screens, digital instrument clusters, and head-up displays, becoming common features in many
vehicles (Becker et al. 2014). These technologies enable the vehicle cockpit to integrate a large
number and variety of functions (e.g., audio, climate control, communication, navigation) into a
single device, and allow the drivers to complete tasks such as browsing music, making phone calls,
and finding the nearest gas station. Although these functions are designed to enhance the driving
experience, they may suffer from usability problems such as requiring extended eyes-off-road
operations, information overload due to cluttered displays and system complexity (Lee, 2007;
Becker et al. 2014).
Driver distraction has been a significant contributing factor in road accidents. According to the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), in 2015 distracted driving accounted
for 3,477 fatalities and an estimated additional 391,000 injuries in the United States (National
Center for Statistics, 2017). In addition, these numbers are likely under-reported due to the
difficulties in identifying driver distraction during an accident investigation. A naturalistic driving
study suggests distraction of secondary tasks (i.e., those tasks not necessary to driving) account
for 23% of all crashes and near-crashes (Klauer et al., 2006).
Empirical studies have shown that performing visual-manual tasks while driving may degrade
drivers’ performance in many aspects such as steering control and lane keeping performance
(Tsimhoni, et al., 2004; Peng et al., 2013; Bao et al., 2015; Pavlidis et al., 2016), headway control
and braking behavior (Harbluk et al., 2002; Lansdown, 2004), and response to sudden or hazard
events (Greenberg et al., 2003; Horrey & Wickens, 2004). Studies have also shown a relationship
between the visual demands of in-vehicle systems and crash risk and accident occurrence
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(Wierwille & Tijerina, 1998; Horrey & Wickens, 2007). The naturalistic driving study by Klauer
et al., (2006) indicated a statistical association between long (2+ seconds) off-road eye glances and
increased near-crash/crash risk from baseline driving. Standards and guidelines have been
proposed to evaluate a variety of secondary tasks and the designs of in-vehicle systems. The
Society of Automotive Engineering (SAE) Standard SAE J2364 (2004) proposes that the
maximum time for drivers to complete navigation-related tasks involving visual displays and
manual controls should be less than 15 seconds (referred to as the 15-Second Rule) (Green, 1999).
NHTSA published a guideline for in-vehicle electronic devices with recommendations that for 85th
percentile of the driver sample: (1) the mean duration of off-road glances should be less than 2.0
seconds, (2) no more than 15% of total number of glances should be greater than 2.0 seconds, and
(3) the total eyes-off-road time should be no greater than 12.0 seconds (referred to as the 2/12
Rule) (NHTSA, 2012).
A large body of studies has been conducted to examine the designs of displays and controls
and their effects on user performance (see Moacdieh & Sarter (2015) for a literature review of
display clutter). The number of items on a screen is a crucial design factor as it affects the visual
search efficiency and is a major contributor to display clutter. As summarized by Wolfe (2007),
the efficiency of visual search decreases with the increasing number of distractors. Visual search
efficiency is also affected by the spatial distribution of the items in the visual field. As the density
of the items increases, the visual search usually becomes faster (Nothdurft, 2000), as it is less likely
to require eye saccades and head movements to move the new items into the foveal vision.
However, the search time increases when the items are getting too close to each other, so that it
prevents the identification of the individual items (Vlaskamp & Hooge, 2006). Focusing
specifically on the in-vehicle systems, Yoon et al., (2015) examined how a list of quantitative
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measurements of vehicle instrument cluster (e.g., the quantity of icons, icon size, number of
divisions, variety of colors, and text-to-graph ratio) may affect its perceived visual complexity and
visual search performance. Continuing with this work, Lee et al., (2016) further examined how the
perceived visual complexity of vehicle instrument cluster may affect drivers glance behavior and
preferences.
The size of buttons on a touch screen is also an important design parameter. Fitts’s Law (Fitts,
1954) implies that the time required to rapidly move to a target region increases with decreasing
target width. Several recommendations have been given regarding the minimum button size on a
touch screen (e.g., 19 mm (3/4 inch) by Monterey Technologies Inc. (1996) and 22 mm by
Greenstein (1997)). The basic idea was that the button should be at least as big as the size of an
adult human fingertip (typically 16-20 mm in diameter, Dandekar et al., 2003). Jin et al (2007)
studied the effect of touch screen button sizes, spacing, and manual dexterity on the reaction time,
accuracy and subjective preferences of older adults. They found that longer reaction times and
lower accuracy were elicited with small buttons, but the increase of accuracy plateaued with larger
button sizes.
Most of the above studies assume a single task condition, where they could devote all their
attention resources to the task. Many efforts have also been made to investigate how humans switch
attention in a dual-task condition. It is generally believed that humans utilize subtask boundaries
or subgoal completions as natural break points to interleave tasks (Miyata & Norman, 1986; Payne
et al., 2007; Janssen et al., 2012). Iqbal and Bailey (2005) examined the use of workload-aligned
task models to predict opportune moments for interruption. They found that interrupting tasks at
the predicted subtask boundaries with the lowest mental workload consistently caused less time to
resume the interrupted task after completing the interrupting task. Using a series of experiments
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involving phone-dialing and steering tasks, Brumby et al. (2009) and Janssen et al. (2012)
examined the role of priorities and cognitive and motor cues on the patterns of task interleaving.
They found that drivers tended to suspend the phone-dialing task and switch to driving at both
cognitive chunk boundaries (e.g., the three chunks of a telephone number 734-122-2288 in the
U.S. formatting convention) and motor cues (e.g., moving the finger to a different digit after typing
in a complete set of repeating digits). Lee et al. (2015) examined driver’s glance patterns at task
boundaries in a message reading and button pressing task. They found that drivers adopted
distinctive glance patterns at the subtask boundary (i.e., pressing a button after reading a message)
that was defined by a cognitive cue (i.e., end of the message) and motor cue (i.e., move the hand
to the button). Lee & Lee (2017) further developed a driver task switching model that performs
text reading and text entry tasks while driving. A linear combination of task structural constraints
(i.e., subtask boundary) and environmental demand (i.e., accumulated uncertainty on the road) was
used to model the driver’s task switching behavior.
In the automotive industry, there have been many guidelines and standards on the design of
traditional vehicle controls such as push buttons, toggle buttons, knobs (SAE J2119, 1993; ISO
2575, 2010; Stevens, 2002). However, there are not yet similar guidelines and standards available
for in-vehicle touch screen, which is gaining popularity for in-vehicle information or infotainment
systems (Harvey et al., 2011; Feng et al., 2017). Nonetheless, in recent years there has been a
growing number of studies that investigated the in-vehicle touch screens design factors in the
context of multitasking and driving. Kujala & Saariluoma (2011) and Kujala (2013) studied the
effect of touch screen menu structure (grid- and list-layout), number of display items per screen
(2, 4, 6, or 9), and scrolling style (arrow buttons, swipe, and kinetic) on drivers eye glance behavior.
They found that a list-style menu led to smaller variance in glance durations compared to a grid-
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layout menu (especially with 9 display items), and the number of display items had a significantly
increasing effect on the maximum glance durations. More recent work by Kujala & Salvucci
(2015) and Salvucci and Kujala (2016) further investigated drivers’ visual sampling strategies on
an in-vehicle touch screen. They found that the number of menu items had a significant increasing
effect on the number of off-road glances, total eyes-off-road time, both mean and maximum glance
durations, and the percentage of long (2+ seconds) glances. A computational model of multitasking
was also developed by the authors to quantify the balance between the structural constraints (e.g.,
how a task can be broken down to subtasks) and temporal constraints (i.e., how long can a driver
look away from the road). It is to note that in this study the authors mainly focused on the invehicle task of visual search and excluded the button-pressing task by only using the data of absent
target search in the screens prior to the final screen that included the search target.
In addition, Boyle et al, (2013) examined drivers’ glance behavior in a text entry and reading
task. They found that the drivers’ mean glance duration and total eyes-off-road time (TEORT)
were significantly longer for long text string lengths compared to short text string lengths. Drivers
engaged in the long text entry tasks (12 characters) also had significantly longer TEORT values
compared to medium (6 characters) and short (4 characters) text entry tasks. Crundall et al. (2016)
examined the effect of text size (ranging from 4 mm to 9 mm) of a touch screen on driver eye
glance behaviors. They found that there was no evidence of text size on the total eyes-off-road
time. However, larger text sizes were associated with a high number of relatively short glances,
whereas smaller text led to a smaller number of long glances.
The objective of this paper is to investigate the effects of two basic design parameters of touch
screen user interfaces, namely the quantity and size of buttons, on drives’ eye glance behavior in
the context of driving. An experiment was conducted in a driving simulator, in which drivers were
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asked to search for and then press a specific button on a touch screen. Nine designs were tested
with varying quantity of buttons and button sizes. The drivers’ task operation and eye glance
behavior were recorded from video cameras and manually extracted after the experiment. A
number of metrics were examined that included task completion time, total eyes-off-road time,
number of glances used, glance duration, and the occurrence of long glances.
It is worth to note that one of the most relevant work to this paper is a study by Large et al.
(2017). In this study a series of experiments were conducted to develop a model that predicts the
visual demand (total glance time, mean glance duration, and number of glances) elicited by invehicle touch screen designs with varying button size (from 6 mm to 24 mm), numbers of buttons
(from 1 to 36), and structure conditions (alphabetical or unstructured). However, with a main goal
of developing a prediction model, the study only examined the typical values of total glance time,
mean glance duration, and number of glances, rather than the distributions of the metrics and
particularly long glance durations, which are arguably most safety-relevant and have a stronger
relation to crash risk (Horrey and Wickens, 2007). In addition, in the experiment by Large et al.,
(2017) the drivers were specifically asked to keep hands on the steering wheel until they have
located the target. This was reasonable as their goal was to develop a model that incorporates the
Fitts’s Law and Hickman-Hyman Law, and to do so they needed to ask the drivers to separate the
searching and pointing component of the task. However, in our study no such requirement was
given to the drivers, as we aim to mimic the real-world interactions when requirements on task
execution at a level of arm and hand movement were rarely given.

2. Methods
2.1. Participants and experimental setup
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Twenty participants were recruited for the experiment (10 male and 10 female, half between
20 and 39 years old, and half between 40 and 69 years old). All the participants were employees
from an automotive company in the United States and had their driver license for at least one year.
The time the participants spent during the experiment counted as their company work time.
The experiment was conducted in a fixed-base driving simulator (shown in Figure 1). The front
road scene was projected on a flat screen in front of the cockpit. The participants were asked to
drive the simulator on a virtual highway and maintain a speed of about 60-70 miles per hour (97113 km/h). The virtual highway is a square loop with two lanes in one direction. The participants
were asked to stay in the left lane in which there is no other vehicle. To avoid the additional factor
of the participant’s initial right-hand position when performing the button search-and-press tasks,
they were asked to always put both hands on the steering wheel except when performing the tasks.
The driving environment was set as daytime.
INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE
An 8-inch (diagonal size) touch screen was mounted in the center console area of the cockpit.
The touch screen is resistive, mono-touch with no tactile feedback, and has a resolution of 800by-480 pixels. A driver-facing video camera was used to capture the drivers’ eye glance behavior.
Another camera facing the center console area was used to capture the drivers’ operation on the
touch screen. Both cameras have a frame rate of 30 frames per second. After the experiment, the
drivers’ eye glance locations (either on or off the road) during the button search-and-press tasks
were manually coded from the video by a human data reducer. At the start of the task, multiple
buttons in a grid layout were presented on the touch screen (from a black screen). Each button has
a unique text label generated from a pool of common acronyms for media sources (e.g., MP3,
FM1). The goal for the drivers was to search for the target button which was labeled with “USB”,
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and then press the target button. The target button was always the “USB” button for the entire
experiment, and it was always included in each task trial. The order of the buttons in each design
was randomly generated before the experiment so that the drivers could not have expectations of
the target button’s location prior to each task trial. However, the same randomly generated designs
were used for all subjects.
2.2. Experimental design
There were three independent variables in the experiment: (1) parked or driving, as described
in detail later, (2) quantity of buttons (4 buttons in a 2x2 layout, 8 buttons in a 2x4 layout, or 15
buttons in a 3x5 layout), and (3) button sizes (small (66 pixels or 14 mm side length), medium
(108 pixels or 24 mm), or large (150 pixels or 33 mm)). The three layout configurations (2x2, 2x4,
and 3x5) was chosen to resemble the common grid layout in many production in-vehicle
infotainment systems with a landscape touch screen (e.g., Chevrolet MyLink (n.d.)). The medium
button (24 mm) was set to be larger than the recommended minimal values (e.g., 19 mm by
Monterey Technologies Inc. (1996)). The large button (33 mm) was set to be about double the size
of the medium button, while the small button (14 mm) was set to be smaller than the recommended
minimal values.
A full-factorial within-subject design was used for the experiment. The nine designs (= 3 levels
of quantity of buttons x 3 levels of button size) are illustrated in Figure 2. A total of four trials
were used for each design combination. That gives a total of 72 trials (= 9 designs x 4 trials x 2
(parked or driving)) for each participant.
INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE
The labels for the buttons were selected from common acronyms of media sources. For the 2x2
layout, the four labels are “AM1”, “FM1”, “USB”, and “DVD”. For the 2x4 layout, the same labels
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from the 2x2 design were used with the addition of “AM2”, “FM2”, “MP3”, and “CD”. For the
3x5 layout, the same labels from the 2x4 design were used with the addition of “AM3”, “FM3”,
“TV”, “SD”, “Tape”, “AV In”, and “Scan”. The size of the labels was considered legible on the
touch screen with a font size of 20 pixels (or 4.5 mm) and was kept consistent for all buttons in all
conditions. All participants responded prior to the experiment data collection that they had no
problem reading the button labels from their seated position. The horizontal and vertical spacing
between buttons was also kept consistent in all designs (both at 4 pixels, or 0.9 mm). The default
background color of the buttons was grey (hex color code: #404040). Once a button is pressed, its
background color switches to dark green (hex color code: #1B402C) to provide a visual
confirmation that the button was successfully pressed. The designs were created in HTML
language and interpreted by a web browser in the full-screen mode.
In the parked condition, the participants were instructed to perform the button search-andpress tasks while the simulator is parked on roadside. In the driving condition, the participant was
asked to drive the simulator, and at certain points, they were verbally instructed by the
experimenter to perform the button search-and-press task when they believe it is safe to do so. The
experimenter only instructed the participants to start the task when the vehicle was in the straight
section of the road (i.e., not when the vehicle is entering, negotiating, or leaving a curve).
The dependent variables in this study include task completion time and a number of eye glance
behavior measures that include total eyes-off-road time, number of off-road glances (simply
referred to as “glances” for the rest of the paper) in each task trial, glance duration, and the
occurrence of long glances. The task completion time is a common metric in usability testing that
assesses the efficiency of a system (Rubin & Chisnell, 2008). In this study, the task completion
time in the parked condition is the duration from the onset of the buttons on the touch screen to
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the time when a button is pressed. Note in the parked condition, the participants were instructed to
always look at the touch screen. The definition of task completion time in the driving condition
was borrowed from Tsimhoni and Green (2001), which defines it as the duration from the
beginning of the first glance at the device to the end of the last glance during a task trial. An offroad glance duration was defined as from the time when the driver’s eyes start to move away from
the road to the time when the eyes move back to the road. Note this is slightly more conservative
compared to the glance duration definition by SAE J2396 (2000) and ISO 15007 (2014), in which
only the prior gaze transition was included. We used our definition because we were only interested
in the time durations when the drivers’ eyes were off the road, rather than differentiating off-road
glances at different locations, in which the subsequent gaze transition shall not be included as it
would be counted twice when summing up the glance durations. The total eyes-off-road time is
the cumulative time when the driver’s eyes were away from the road when performing the task
(i.e., the summation of all the off-road glance durations during the task). Note only the glances that
initiated prior to pressing the button were included. This was to exclude the additional glances
occasionally made by the drivers after pressing the button presumably for confirming the button
activation. Studies have shown that besides the total eyes-off-road time, the individual glance
duration, especially the long glances are particularly related to road crashes and near-crashes
(NHTSA, 2012). Horrey and Wickens (2007) have suggested that compared with the average
glance durations, the tail end (i.e., larger values) of the glance duration distribution is more related
to crash risks. Different threshold values for long glances have been used in previous studies and
guidelines (e.g., 1.6 s by Wierwille, 1993b and Horrey & Wickens, 2007, and 2.0 s by AAM, 2006
and NHTSA 2012). In this study, we chose 2.0 s as the definition threshold for long glances.
2.3. Procedure
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Once the participants arrived at the laboratory, they were first asked to complete the consent
form. Then they were asked to sit in the driving simulator. They were asked to adjust the seat
position to make sure they can reach the touch screen with the arm only (i.e., without having to
lean the torso). The participants were given an introduction using slides to ensure that they
understood the tasks they were about to perform. This was followed by a practice session for both
the button search-and-press task (at least three times) and the simulator driving (about five
minutes). Then the data collection started. Counterbalancing was used for controlling the order
effects of the within-subject design. 10 (50%) participants started with the parked condition, while
10 (50%) started with the driving condition. The order of the 36 trials (= 9 designs x 4 replications)
was randomly placed in both the parked and driving condition. However, the same order was used
for all participants.

3. Results
3.1. Task completion time
The task completion time corresponding to the nine designs in both the parked and driving
conditions is shown in Figure 3. As can be seen, the data seem to be positively skewed (i.e., with
a longer tail to larger values). The normality tests (Shapiro-Wilk, same hereafter) show that in
general, the task completion time in each group did not follow a normal distribution. In the parked
condition, the data violate normality in all designs (all p < 0.05) except the three 2x2 designs (small
buttons: p = 0.51; medium buttons: p = 0.65; and large buttons: p = 0.17) and the 2x4 design with
large buttons (p = 0.21). In the driving condition, the data violate normality in all designs (all p <
0.05). After applying a natural log transformation to the task completion time, the data became
normally distributed for most of the groups (p > 0.05). However, the data still violate normality
for the 3x5 design with large buttons in the parked condition (p < 0.05), and for the 2x4 design
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with medium buttons, and 3x5 design with small or medium buttons in the driving condition (all
p < 0.05).
INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE
Levene's test for homogeneity of variance shows that both the original and log-transformed
data do not have equal variance among the groups (all p < 0.001). Since both the normality and
homogeneity of variances assumption of ANOVA (analysis of variance) were violated, even for
the log-transformed data, a rank-based nonparametric Aligned Rank Transform procedure
(Wobbrock et al., 2011) was used. The procedure enables the use of ANOVA after alignment and
ranking to examine both the main and interaction effects of the experiment factors. The results
show that there was no significant three-way interaction among the factors of driving, quantity of
buttons, and button size (F(4, 1422) = 0.709, p = 0.586, η2 = 0.002), and no significant two-way
interaction between the quantity of buttons and button size (F(4, 1422) = 1.048, p = 0.381, η2 =
0.003). However, there was significant two-way interaction between the parked/driving condition
and both the quantity of buttons (F(2, 1422) = 18.548, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.025) and button size (F(2,
1422) = 3.358, p = 0.035, η2 = 0.005). Simple main effects analysis show that the task completion
time in the driving condition was significantly longer compared to the parked condition for any
quantity of buttons or button size (all p < 0.001). In the parked condition, the designs with more
buttons were associated with significantly longer task completion time (F(2, 711) = 194.533, p <
0.001, η2 = 0.354). Post hoc tests (Games-Howell for unequal variances, same hereafter) further
show that the task completion time was significantly longer from the 2x2 design to the 2x4 design,
and then to the 3x5 design (all p < 0.001). The effect of the button size on the task completion time
in the parked condition was not significant (F(2, 711) = 1.884, p = 0.153, η2 = 0.005). In the driving
condition, the designs with more buttons were associated with significantly longer task completion
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time (F(2, 711) = 187.202, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.345). Post hoc tests further show that the task
completion time got significantly longer from the 2x2 design to the 2x4 design, and then to the
3x5 design (all p < 0.001). The designs with smaller buttons were associated with significantly
longer task completion time (F(2, 711) = 6.845, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.019). Post hoc tests further show
that the task completion time in small-button design was significantly long compared to both the
medium-button design (p < 0.01) and large-button design (p < 0.05). However, there was no
significant difference between the medium- and large-button design (p = 0.503).
The geometric mean of the task completion time was also examined (shown in Figure 4) as
arguably a better estimate of human task time compared to the arithmetic mean or median (Sauro
& Lewis, 2010). The geometric mean was calculated by transforming the mean of the logtransformed data back to the original scale by exponentiation. Figure 4a shows the significant
effects that driving elicited longer task completion time regardless of the number of buttons, and
more buttons elicited longer task completion time in both the parked and driving condition. It also
shows that 3x5 design had the largest increase of task completion time from parked to driving,
while the 2x2 design had the least increase. Figure 4b shows that in the parked condition the button
size did not have a significant effect on task completion time. However, in the driving condition,
the task completion time with small buttons increased significantly more compared to the mediumor large-button design. The geometric means, arithmetic means, and median of task completion
time and the total eyes-off-road time are shown in Table 1.
INSERT FIGURE 4 HERE
INSERT TABLE 1 HERE
3.2. Total eyes-off-road time
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The total time when the drivers’ eyes were off the road was extracted for the nine designs in
the driving condition. The total eyes-off-road time is shown in Figure 5, grouped by the nine
designs. Similar to the task completion time, it could be observed that the data also seem to be
positively skewed. The normality tests show that the data violate normality in all designs (all p <
0.05) except the two 2x2 designs (small buttons: p = 0.53; medium buttons: p = 0.13). A natural
log transformation was applied to the task completion time. However, the data still violate
normality for the 2x4 design with medium buttons and 3x5 design with small buttons (both p <
0.05).
INSERT FIGURE 5 HERE
The same Aligned Rank Transform procedure was applied. The results show that there was no
significant two-way interaction between the quantity of buttons and button size (F(4, 711) = 0.558,
p = 0.693, η2 = 0.003). However, significant main effects were found for both the quantity of
buttons (F(2, 711) = 203.477, p < 0.001, η2 = 364) and button size (F(2, 711) = 7.502, p < 0.01, η2
= 0.021). Post hoc tests further show that the total eyes-off-road time was significantly longer in
the 3x5 design compared to both the 2x2 and 2x4 design, and the total eyes-off-road time was
significantly longer in the 2x4 design compared to the 2x2 design (all p < 0.001). In terms of button
size, the total eyes-off-road time was significantly longer in the small-button design compared to
both the medium-button design (p < 0.01) and the large-button design (p < 0.05). However, there
was no significant difference between the medium- and large-button design (p = 0.768).
3.3. Number of glances
As expected it may take the drivers more than one glance to complete the task. Figure 6 shows
the percentage of task trials in each of the nine designs that were completed with one, two, and
more than two glances. Fisher’s exact tests show that there was a significant association (at the 1%
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significance level) between the quantity of buttons and the number of tasks that were completed
with multiple glances. However, there was no significant association between the button size and
the number of tasks that were completed with multiple glances. Specifically, for the 2x2 design,
about 73-80% of the trials were completed with a single glance, and the rest completed with two
glances; For the 2x4 design, about 51-59% of the trials were completed with a single glance, about
35-39% with two glances, and about 6-13% with three or more glances; For the 3x5 design, about
33-43% of the trials were completed with a single glance, about 34-48% with two glances, and
about 20-29% with three or more glances.
INSERT FIGURE 6 HERE
3.4. Glance duration
The duration of the glances each time the drivers moved their eyes off the road was shown in
Figure 7, grouped by the nine designs. The normality tests show that the data violate normality in
all designs (all p < 0.05) except the three 2x2 designs with small (/medium/large) buttons (p = 0.43
(/0.27/0.30)) and the 2x4 design with medium buttons (p = 0.08). After applying a natural log
transformation, the data still violate normality except the 2x4 design with small buttons (p = 0.54)
and medium buttons (p = 0.07), and the 3x5 design with medium buttons (p = 0.15) and large
buttons (p = 0.22).
INSERT FIGURE 7 HERE
The same Aligned Rank Transform procedure was applied. The results show that there was no
significant two-way interaction between the two design factors (F(4, 1134) = 0.464, p = 0.762, η2
= 0.002). The main effect of quantity of buttons was not significant (F(2, 1134) = 2.836, p = 0.059,
η2 = 0.005). Post hoc tests show that there was no significant difference in glance duration between
the 2x4 design and both the 3x5 design (p = 0.283) and 2x2 design (p = 0.772). The main effect of
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button sizes was significant (F(2, 1134) = 7.267, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.013). Post hoc tests show that
the glance duration was significantly longer in the small-button design compared to the largebutton design (p < 0.05). However, there was no significant difference between the medium-button
design and either the small-button design (p = 0.207) or the large-button design (p = 0.745).
The long glances (defined as a single glance that lasted longer than 2 s, from NHTSA’s 12/2
Rules (NHTSA, 2012)) were also highlighted in Figure 7 as red pentagrams above the 2-second
horizontal line. From a total of 720 task trials in the driving condition, a total of 223 long glances
were observed. The occurrence of long glances in each design was also summarized in Table 1.
Notably, 13% (/ 30% / 46%) of the trials in the 2x2 (/ 2x4 / 3x5) design had long glances, and 34%
(/ 28% / 27%) of the trials in the small (/ medium / large) button design had long glances. Fisher’s
exact tests show that there was a significant association between the quantity of buttons and the
number of task trials with long glances (all p < 0.001), but no such association between the button
size and the number of trials with long glances.
Table 2 summarizes the findings of task completion time and eye glance metrics, presented in
terms of the impact of the quantity of buttons and button size.
INSERT TABLE 2 HERE
3.5. Long glances and the number of glances
In this section, we examined the relationship between the occurrence of long glances and the
number of glances used to complete the task. This analysis aimed to get some insights into the
probable causes of long glances associated with drivers’ task interleaving strategies. First, the
glances were separated by whether the tasks were completed with a single glance or multiple
glances. Figure 8 shows the distributions (aggregated for all nine designs) of the glance durations
of task trials that were completed with a single glance (termed “single-glance trials” hereinafter)
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and task trials that were completed with multiple glances (termed “multiple-glance trials”
hereinafter).
INSERT FIGURE 8 HERE
It was noticeable that the glance durations in the single-glance trials and multiple-glance trials
have different distributions. The normality tests show that both distributions violate normality
(both p < 0.001). The Kruskal-Wallis test (the nonparametric equivalent of one-way ANOVA)
shows that the glance durations of the single-glance trials were significantly longer compared to
the multiple-glance trials (χ2(1) = 413.058, p < 0.001). When focused specifically at long glances,
single-glance trials accounted for 74% (164) of a total of the 233 long glances, although they only
accounted for 57% (411) of a total of the 720 task trials. On the other hand, multiple-glance trials
accounted for only 26% (59) of the long glances, although they accounted for 43% (309) of the
total task trials. It seems that long glances were overrepresented in the single-glance trials. Indeed,
Fisher’s exact test shows a significant association between the single-glance trials and long glances
(p < 0.001).
INSERT FIGURE 9 HERE
Figure 9 shows the glance duration of the nine designs, each separated by the single-glance
trials and multiple-glance trials. For the 2x2 designs, all (28 out of 28) long glances were from
single-glance trials, which accounted for 78% (186) of the task trials; for the 2x4 designs, 91% (62
out of 68) long glances were from single-glance trials, which accounted for 56% (134) of the task
trials; and for the 3x5 designs, 58% (69 out of 120) long glances were from single-glance trials,
which accounted for 38% (91) of the task trials. Fisher’s exact tests show a significant association
between the single-glance trials and long glances in each of the case (all p < 0.01). It was also to
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note that 15% (/46% / 76%) of the single-glance trials in the 2x2 (2x4 / 3x5) designs resulted in
long glances.

4. Discussion
This paper investigated the effects of two basic design parameters of touch screen user
interfaces, namely the quantity of buttons and their size, on drivers’ eye glance behavior. A driving
simulator experiment was conducted, in which drivers were asked to perform a button search-andpress task on an in-vehicle touch screen while driving. A number of metrics were examined that
include task completion time, TEORT, glance duration, and the occurrence of long glances.
Although a normal distribution was often assumed for the eye glance data in previous related
studies during the data analysis, our results show that the time completion time, total eyes-off-road
time, and glance duration are generally not normally distributed (even after a log transformation)
but positively skewed (i.e., with a longer tail to larger values). For this reason, a nonparametric
rank-based procedure (Aligned Rank Transform) was applied to the data before the use of
ANOVA. The reason for choosing this method over the traditional nonparametric tests (e.g.,
Kruskal-Wallis test) is that the Aligned Rank Transform procedure enables us to examine not only
the main effects but also the interaction effects.
Task completion time: The results show that the designs with a larger number of buttons were
associated with longer task completing time in both the parked and driving conditions. This is
consistent with the majority of previous findings that the visual search efficiency decreases with
an increasing number of distractors (e.g., Wolfe, 2007). The significant two-way interaction
between driving and the quantity of the buttons shows such an effect was even stronger when
driving was involved (Figure 4a). This result reconfirms the necessity of testing the usability of
in-vehicle systems in the context of driving, rather than in a single task condition where users can
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devote all their attention to the task. The button size did not show a significant effect on the task
completion time in the parked condition. This may be because the effect of the button size on the
time for the hand to press the button as predicted by Fitts’s law was simply overwhelmed by the
large variance of the time associated with searching the target button. However, there was a
significant two-way interaction between driving and the button size. The task completion time
associated with small buttons was particularly worse compared to the medium- or large-button
design (Figure 4b). In this study, the small buttons were designed with a size of 14 mm, which was
the only one of the three sizes that are smaller than the recommended minimum button size (e.g.,
22 mm by Greenstein (1997)). This result clearly reconfirms the previous findings and guidelines
that the user interface designers should be cautious with small buttons especially in the context of
driving. It is also interesting to see the null effect of medium buttons (24 mm) versus large buttons
(33 mm) on the task completion time.
Total eyes-off-road time (TEORT): The data of TEORT are similar to the task completion time
in the driving condition, as shown in the summary statistics in Table 1. This suggests that the
button search-and-press task in this experiment relies heavily on drivers’ visual attention. The
designs with a larger number of buttons were associated with a larger TEORT. This is consistent
with previous findings (e.g., Kujala & Salvucci, 2015; Large et al., 2017). The small-button
designs were associated with significantly larger TEORT compared to medium- and large-button
designs. However, there was no significant effect between the medium- and large-button designs.
In fact, we found no significant effect between the medium- and large-button designs in all the eye
glance metrics including TEORT, glance duration, and the occurrence of long glances (see Table
2). The maximum TEORT recorded in the entire experiment was 11.8 s, which is just under the
12.0 s from the NHTSA’s 2/12 Rule. It seems this value can also be estimated using the maximum
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task completion time in the single task condition (7.1 s), which roughly represents the maximum
time needed to complete the task without driving. When driving is involved, if we assume a driver
keeps the mean off-road glance duration less than 1.6 s (upper bound value from Dingus et al.,
1989), a task that needs 7.1 s to complete requires five glances (rounded up). Each glance requires
two eye saccades from and back to the road. If each transition takes 0.5 seconds (upper bound
value from SAE J2396, 2000), the maximum TEORT can be estimated as 12.1 (= 7.1 + 5 x 2 x
0.5) second, which is close to the observed maximum TEORT of 11.8 s.
Use of multiple glances: The results show that with a larger number of buttons, the drivers
tended to use multiple glances to complete the task. 60% (/45% / 25%) of trials in the 3x5 (/2x4 /
2x2) design were completed with multiple glances. This was expected as the task completion time
data shows the tasks may take more than a few seconds to complete even without driving (for the
3x5 designs the geometric means of the task completion time are all longer than 2 s in the parked
condition). To perform the task while driving, the drivers may have to temporarily suspend the
task and switch the visual attention back to the road, make corrective maneuvers if needed, and
then make another off-road glance and resume the secondary task.
Glance duration: Unlike the TEORT, the analysis shows that in general there were no
significant effects of the two factors on the duration of individual glances (except two cases of (a)
2x2 vs 3x5 and (b) small- vs large-buttons, both of which have a small effect size of η2 = 0.01).
The geometric mean of the glance duration ranges from 1.30 to 1.56 s (see Table 1). These results
are consistent with previous findings that drivers try to keep their mean off-road glance durations
in between fairly static limits (e.g., 0.6-1.6 s from Wierwille, 1993a).
Long glances: Long glances were further analyzed given their demonstrated association with
crash risk (Klauer et al., 2006; Horrey & Wickens, 2007). The result shows that the number of
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buttons had a significantly increasing effect on the occurrence of long glances. In the 3x5 designs,
40% (large buttons) to 54% (small buttons) of the task trials included long glances. In the 2x4
design, the percentages are still substantial ranging from 24% to 35%. The only seemingly
“acceptable” designs are the two 2x2 design with medium or large buttons, in which 6% (large
buttons) and 14% (medium buttons) of the task trials included long glances. The results imply that
particular caution needs to be exercised when designing an interface with a large number of buttons
for such tasks. The design should avoid displaying more than 8 unfamiliar items (2x4 design) as it
seems to already induce too many long glances for safe driving. A total of 4 items (2x2 design)
seem to be close to the acceptable maximum number of items for such tasks. These results are in
line with the study by Kujala and Salvucci (2015) that the 6-item list menu was the only design
(among the 6-, 9-, and 12-item grid and list menu designs in their experiment) that would pass the
NHTSA over-2-second glance criterion. The results are also in line with the study by Kujala and
Saariluoma (2011) that moving from 6 to 9 display items significantly increases the maximum
glance duration. Also interestingly, there is a similar effect of text size on an in-vehicle display in
a study by Crundall et al. (2016), which found that larger text sizes were associated with a higher
number of relatively short glances, whereas smaller text led to a higher number of long glances.
Task interleaving strategies: To get some insights into the probable causes of long glances, we
further analyzed the relationship between the long glances and the number of glances used in each
task trial. The results show a significant association between the occurrence of long glances and
the task trials that were completed with a single glance. Single-glances were used in 57% of all
task trials but accounted for 74% of all long glances. It suggests that the driver’s tendency of using
a single glance rather than breaking it down to multiple glances was a major cause of long glances.
To analyze the drivers’ task interleaving strategies (which determines their eye glance behavior),
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the button search-and-press task can be decomposed to a subtask of searching for the target button,
and a subsequent subtask of reaching and pressing the located target button. The subtask boundary
is associated with an explicit motor cue of moving the hand towards the target button. However,
previous works show that the task interleaving can be affected by both the task structural
constraints and temporal constraints (i.e., accumulated uncertainty of the roadway) (Kujala &
Salvucci, 2015; Lee & Lee, 2017). The influence of the task structural constraints is related to the
task resumability or cost of interruption (Noy et al., 2004; Iqbal & Bailey, 2006; Burns et al.,
2010).
In our experiment with the button search-and-press task, there seems to be a relatively high
cost of interruption at the subtask boundary. To temporarily suspend the in-vehicle task and resume
it at a later time, it requires the drivers’ additional mental resource to (1) retain the target-button
location in the working memory during driving, (2) retrieve the target button location before the
next off-road glance, (3) direct the visual attention to the retrieved button location on the screen,
and (4) re-identify the button label and confirm it is the target. The driver may also potentially
have to redo the search in case the previously found target button cannot be successfully located.
With these additional costs of task switching at the subtask boundary, it seems the drivers prefer
to continue with the subtask of reaching and pressing the target button within the same glance,
even though it may lead to a long (2+ seconds) glance. This finding further confirms the
importance of task resumability and the necessity of careful task analysis in the context of
multitasking when designing in-vehicle user interfaces. Certain subtask combinations (e.g., in our
case, a visual search subtask followed by a reaching subtask that requires the location of search
target) that are associated with low resumability may lead to extended eyes-off-road time and
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ultimately compromise the driving safety, as the drivers are inclined not to switch tasks at these
subtask boundaries.
As briefly described in the Introduction section, our study is different from a relevant study by
Large et al., (2017) in that no additional instructions were given to the drivers in terms of hand
movement, while in Large’s experiments, the drivers were specifically instructed to keep hands on
the steering wheel until they have located the target button. In our experiment, we observed that
various strategies seem to be used in terms of the time sequence of executing the searching and
pointing subtasks. On one end of the spectrum, the drivers may move the hand from the steering
wheel to the target button with a quick and smooth movement, suggesting that the target button
may have already been located prior to the initiation of the hand movement. On the other end of
the spectrum, the drivers may start moving the hand towards the touch screen immediately after
the start of the first glance. Then the driver had his/her finger hovered over the screen while
seemingly still searching for the target button. There were also cases in between where the driver’s
hand made probable pauses when moving towards the touch screen, suggesting the driver may
have used more than one pre-programmed movements of the hand and was conducting the visual
search between the movements. Since the hand movements were not directly measured and hard
to quantify from the video data, they were not processed in this study. However, these observations
do seem to suggest that Fitts’s Law may not be directly applicable in this case, as the target location
may still be unknown at the early phase of the hand movements. In the future, we may further
investigate how these types of task execution strategies are related to the interface and task designs.
It is also worth to note that the task in this study is a rather simple task that involved only a
single button pressing. In most production in-vehicle systems it is not uncommon to require the
drivers to press a series of buttons or to have multiple interactions. For example, to change the
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radio station it may require the driver first to go to the entertainment screen from the home screen,
then select the media source from a list of options (e.g., FM, AM), and then select a preset radio
station (or even type in the radio frequency on a number pad). It is challenging to design an invehicle system that not only supports a large number of functions and complex interactions but
also is safe to use while driving. Nonetheless, the findings from this study have implications for
user interface designers to tackle some of the challenges by designing subtask boundaries and cues
that encourage task interleaving, designing the interactions and tasks that improve task
resumability, and considering innovative interaction styles such as haptic cues (Burnett & Porter,
2001), gesture controls (Jeong & Liu, 2017), and multimodal interactions (Chen et al., 2016).
There are several limitations in this study. First, the experiment was conducted in a fixed-base
driving simulator. The lack of physical movement and vibration of the vehicle may potentially
affect the driver’s performance of the button-press task. Humans use both visual and
proprioceptive feedback to execute body movement such as programming arm trajectories (Ghez
et al., 1990). In a real-world driving environment, a driver’s proprioceptive system may be
negatively affected by the whole-body vibrations from a moving and vibrating vehicle (Gauthier
et al., 1981). However, this effect was not assessed in our study. There are also other factors that
were not accounted for in this study but may potentially affect the driver’ task performance and
eye glance behavior. Such factors include driver characteristics (e.g., skill and comfort level of
driving the simulator, risk-taking attitudes, and manual dexterity), driving environment (e.g.,
vehicle speed, information density of the roadway (Senders et al., 1967)), and the mounting
position of the display (Horrey & Wickens, 2004).
Secondly, a constant and small spacing between the buttons (0.9 mm, edge to edge distance
between two adjacent buttons) was used for all designs, rather than to keep the separation of the
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button labels constant. The choice was made to avoid the large spacing for the small- and mediumbutton designs (which would occur to accommodate the large-button designs if the button label
separation was kept constant), and to resemble a more realistic touch screen design, in which small
spacing between buttons was commonly used in a grid layout (e.g., Chevrolet MyLink (n.d.)),
probably due to limited screen space and aesthetic reasons. However, in the tested designs, the
button label separation is associated with button size. Small-button designs are associated with the
smallest text separation. And the texts get further apart by increasing the button size. This
difference in text separation may affect the capability of the drivers to simultaneously encode
multiple items during the visual search, and consequently affect the number of fixations and
glances needed to find the target. Our results show that in general the designs with different button
size, especially between medium and large buttons, had a null effect on the task completion time
and all the eye glance metrics. However, we were not able to further examine whether it was related
to the button size, text separation, or a combination of both.
Thirdly, this work focused on two basic design parameters of the quantity and size of buttons.
There are other important design factors for in-vehicle touch screen systems that may be worth
investigating, such as the display organization (e.g., logical or conceptual grouping of items,
Wickens & Carswell, (1995)), local and global crowding effect (Vlaskamp & Hooge, 2006), taskrelevance of items (i.e., whether an item is needed for the task at hand, Alexander et al., (2008)),
and display personalization (Normark, 2015). In addition, the button labels in the experiment were
randomly arranged in each task trial. However the buttons in real-world production systems are
usually in fixed locations and arranged in a certain structure (e.g., alphabetical order, the frequency
of use). This enables the users to obtain knowledge about the button layout over time through
learning. This top-down knowledge may potentially facilitate the visual search task by pinpoint or
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at least narrow down the search area. However, this learning effect was not examined in this work.
The findings of this study may only be applied as a worst case scenario representing novice users
who do not have any pre-knowledge or understanding of the button layout.

5. Conclusion
This paper investigates the effects of the quantity and size of touch screen buttons and the task
interleaving strategies on drives’ eye glance behavior. The results show that the number of buttons
has an increasing effect on task completion time, TEORT, and long glances. However, in general,
no such differences were found for button sizes. Further analysis indicates that long glances were
strongly associated with drivers completing the task with a single glance. It seems to suggest that
a major cause of long glances is that drivers are reluctant to switch the task back to driving at
subtask boundaries that are probably associated with high cost of interruption. These findings
confirm the importance of task resumability for in-vehicle user interfaces and have implications
that careful task analysis needs to be conducted in the context of multitasking. Certain subtask
combinations, such as a visual search followed by pressing the search target, may discourage task
interleaving and ultimately compromise driving safety.
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Figure 1. A button search-and-press task on a touch screen in a fix-based driving simulator
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Figure 2. Nine designs with three levels of quantity of buttons and three levels of button sizes.
Note four trials were used for each design with randomized label order in a parked or driving
condition. This figure only shows one variant of each design.
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Figure 3. Task completion time grouped by the nine designs and parked/driving. On each box,
the central mark indicates the median, and the bottom and top edges indicate the 25th and 75th

Figure 4. The effect of driving and the two design parameters on task completion time
(geometric means)
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percentiles, respectively.
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Figure 5. Total eyes-off-road time for the nine designs. On each box, the central mark indicates
the median, and the bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles,
respectively.
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Figure 6. Number of task trials with single and multiple glances
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Figure 7. Glance duration for the nine designs. Note in this figure each data point represents one
glance. Since the drivers may take more than one glance in a trial, this figure is essentially
different from Figure 5, in which each data point represents the total eyes-off-road time of one
trial.
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Figure 8. Distributions of glance durations of single-glance trials (top figure) and multiple-glance
trials (bottom figure). Histogram bin width: 0.1 s. The vertical line is the 2-second threshold that
separates the long glances.
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Figure 9. Glance duration separated by tasks completed in single or multiple glances.
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Table 1. Summary statistics of task completion time and eye glance metrics
2x2 layout

2x4 layout

3x5 layout

S

M

L

S

M

L

S

M

L

Task
completion
time
- parked
(in s)

GM*

1.39

1.32

1.25

1.69

1.66

1.60

2.33

2.12

2.29

50th

1.40

1.37

1.24

1.72

1.67

1.62

2.24

2.14

2.17

85th

1.73

1.66

1.52

2.13

2.09

2.12

3.57

3.07

3.71

95th

1.95

1.82

1.77

2.60

2.57

2.32

4.31

3.51

4.99

Task
completion
time
- driving
(in s)

GM

1.93

1.76

1.72

2.62

2.25

2.40

3.44

3.09

3.18

50th

1.90

1.74

1.72

2.52

2.16

2.36

3.10

2.92

3.02

85th

2.69

2.26

2.21

3.87

3.17

3.16

5.18

4.52

5.23

95th

2.97

2.66

2.85

4.76

3.89

4.77

6.91

6.03

7.69

TEORT
(in s)

GM

1.83

1.66

1.63

2.34

2.05

2.18

2.99

2.77

2.79

50th

1.84

1.67

1.64

2.36

2.04

2.20

2.87

2.72

2.71

85th

2.30

2.09

2.02

3.00

2.69

2.77

4.52

3.89

4.41

95th

2.59

2.24

2.52

3.91

3.26

3.49

5.37

4.69

6.24

GM

1.39

1.32

1.30

1.38

1.36

1.35

1.56

1.41

1.37

50th

1.52

1.42

1.38

1.37

1.42

1.33

1.47

1.40

1.40

85th

1.98

1.91

1.80

2.06

2.04

2.20

2.51

2.28

2.22

95th

2.24

2.18

2.03

2.53

2.31

2.50

2.90

2.87

2.87

19%

14%

6%

30%

24%

35%

54%

45%

40%

Glance
duration
(in s)

Trials w/ long glance
*

GM: geometric mean
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Table 2. Summary of findings of task completion time and eye glance behavior
Quantity of buttons

Button size

2x2 → 2x4

2x4 → 3x5

2x2 → 3x5

S →M

M→L

S→L

Task
completion
time (parked)


(***, 0.19)


(***, 0.15)


(***, 0.46)

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

Task
completion
time (driving)


(***, 0.20)


(***, 0.12)


(***, 0.46)


(***, 0.03)

n.s.


(*, 0.01)

Total eyesoff-road time


(***, 0.22)


(***, 0.13)


(***, 0.48)


(***, 0.03)

n.s.


(*, 0.01)

Glance
duration

n.s.

n.s.


(*, 0.01)

n.s.

n.s.


(*, 0.01)

Tasks w/
multiple
glances


(**)


(**)


(**)

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

Tasks w/ long
glances


(***)


(***)


(***)

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

*: p < .05, **: p < .01, ***: p < .001, n.s.: not significant, 0.19: partial eta squared (η2).
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